Online Marketplace and Merchant-centric
Services as a Driver of the Platform Model
Part 1 - LANDSCAPE of best examples of platform approach using online
marketplace and learnings for mobile money
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Executive summary (1/2)
Platform model for mobile money
providers: A need and an opportunity

Many routes into platform model:
Marketplace the most relevant

 Mobile money is a success, in particular in emerging
markets, and for some mobile operators represents a
significant share of the revenue.

 PaaP can evolve in various directions e.g. nonpayment financial services, social media, product and
service marketplace, scoring services etc.

 Some mobile money providers have started adopting a
‘Payments as a Platform’ (PaaP) approach, in which
mobile money is used as a platform to offer a plethora of
products and services.

 PaaP-based online marketplaces are one of the
strategic options mobile money providers should
consider.

 This expansion towards PaaP addresses an opportunity
to meet the underserved demand of customers in
emerging markets as well as helps fending off the
longer term potential threat to mobile operators of
substitution of mobile money by alternative payment
platforms, such as AliPay and PayTM.

 Payment providers, such as MPesa in Kenya (Mosoko),
have already created their own PaaP-based online
marketplaces.
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Executive summary (2/2)
Best practices for creating online
marketplace: How do the top-tier do it?
 To succeed with an online marketplace, mobile money
providers need to start by defining a clear USP and
then developing a single business line (e.g.
ecommerce). Proving success with this first business line
is important.
 Later, providers can gradually expand the business
lines on the online marketplace. Trying to offer multiple
business lines from the start can be a recipe for failure.
 Business lines expansion does not need to be through a
single interface (so-called 'super app') but can also be
delivered through different interfaces.
 Cracking logistics is critical, given the generally poor
state of the logistics infrastructure in emerging markets.

Operators’ assets for online marketplace:
A unique advantage
 E-commerce is still in its infancy in emerging markets
because of a number of challenges.
 Mobile money providers should consider developing
PaaP-based online marketplaces because for ecommerce to succeed in emerging markets, challenges in
payments, logistics and customer reach and insights
need to be tackled.
 Mobile money providers are well placed to succeed
with online marketplaces because: They provide a
widely accepted payment solution; with their
extensive distribution network they can address the
logistics challenges; and mobile operators have broad
customer reach and deep customer insights.
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1. Platform model for mobile money
providers: A need and an opportunity
CONFIDENTIAL

Mobile money has witnessed rapid growth across the
globe in recent years
Evolution of the global mobile money landscape,
2001 to 2016

Five year growth of registered and active (90-day)
mobile money accounts
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Adoption, usage and accessibility of mobile money has
increased significantly in Africa and SE Asia
Pakistan
 Approx. 10% of population is actively using mobile
money account
 Only 16% of population has bank account

Bangladesh
 Share of population with access to bank/non-bank FI
has been decreasing1)
 In 2018, approx. 13% of Bangladeshi adults are
registered mobile money users, vs. 3% in 2013

Sub Saharan Africa

“Over the last decade, mobile money has done more to

 Approx. 35% of adults have a mobile money account, with at least 10% active users

extend the reach of financial services than traditional bricks

 Penetration is highest in Kenya, with 58% of adults actively using account
 At least 19 markets with more mobile money accounts than bank accounts

7

1) Due to closing of microfinance institutions

and mortar banking were able to do over the last century.”

Source: Global Findex Database, GSMA, Ericsson, Tribune, Bkash, Roland Berger
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Simultaneously, mobile money has evolved from simple
P2P transfers to more sophisticated use cases
Global product mix by value, Dec-11 – Dec 16 [%]
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Source: GSMA
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Today, the mobile money industry is poised to evolve to a
‘Payments as a Platform’ approach
Having successfully offered

Evolution of mobile money

and scaled payments as
Find a hook

Focus on
single usecase

Build agent
network

Reach scale
(1m+)

Build
ecosystem

Allow others
to build your
ecosystem

the initial ‘hook’ product,
operators are now in
position to offer themselves

Customer centric

Operational excellence

Industry influence

as a ‘platform’ to other

providers of products and
Single-sided business

Multi-sided platforms

services i.e. adopt as
Payments as a Platform

MOBILE MONEY INDUSTRY IS HERE

10

Source: GSMA

(PaaP) approach.
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Platform model distinctive characteristics

GSMA defines PaaP as a model whereby mobile money
providers build new capabilities in a multi-sided approach

10

In the mobile money context,

Platform model core attributes

a PaaP model may be defined
Multi-sided model

as one where an MMP
expands its value proposition

Built upon numerous partnerships with producers on the supply side

by building new capabilities
that transform its activity in a

Providing access to mass user base on the demand side

multi-sided model, enabling

And officially matching supply and demand side using data analytics

third parties to deliver
products / services through a
digital platform that eventually

Establish plugand-play
access to
mobile money
system

Source: GSMA

Manage the
organisational
change and
introduce new
business
models

Optimise user
experience
(UX) & user
interface (UI)

Enable 3rd
parties to
develop new
relationships
via front end

Adopt a
personalised
approach to
product design

addresses a broadened user
base. (For more details on the
PaaP business model, please
see GSMA’s report and blog)
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Operators have already started testing the platform space
by launching several new ventures

Launched music streaming, ride
hailing and ecommerce platforms

Launched music, video and
games platforms

Launched music and video
streaming and gaming platforms

Launched music streaming and
downloads platform
Launched music and video streaming,
chat and more under Lifecell digital arm

12

Source: Roland Berger, GSMA
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Adopting PaaP will significantly improve the mobile
money value proposition for merchants and customers
NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Offerings to
Merchants

Merchant
interface

Merchant
payments
(to suppliers)

"Cashing out"
option

Mobile
"Cashing
points of
out" option Customer
sale
management

MOBILE MONEY OFFERING

Offerings to
Customers

International
remittances

Customer
service

Access to
mass user
base

Mobile
wallet

Mobile
Money
payments and transfers
commerce

Customer
management

Diverse data
analytics

International
remittances
Marketing
services

Money
transfers Search
feature
User
interface
Chat and
and user
social media experience

Access to variety of
merchants e.g.
services, products,
content

Customer
service

Source: Roland Berger

Mobile points
of sale

MOBILE MONEY AS A PLATFORM

Mobile payments
and commerce
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Benefits
Merchant
payments
(to suppliers)

Additional
revenue
streams (from
2% payment
commission to
~10% platform
commission)
Access to
customer
spending data
Increased
retention

Mobile
wallet
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In addition, PaaP would support mobile money providers
mitigate competitive risk from digital payment platforms
Player

13

Payment Offering?

1) To be introduced in the next 3 years

Source: Roland Berger

Additional services (examples)

With sizable existing







Link to ecommerce platform
Chat and social media
Search option
Customer and merchant interface
Business technology






Link to ecommerce platform
Content streaming
Direct chat with merchant
Customer and merchant interface

digital platform







Travel and event booking
Social messaging
Link to ecommerce platform
Customer and merchant interface
Wealth management1)

potential threat to






Link to instant courier service
Home services booking
Pharmaceutical delivery
Customer and merchant interface

user base and variety
of additional services,

providers are a

current mobile money
value proposition
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2. Routes into platform model
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Multi-sided platforms include a wide array of options for
mobile money providers
WeChat
WhatsApp

Freelancer.com
Communication platform
Service platforms

Skype
LinkedIn

Social platforms
Asset sharing Asset+ Service
platforms
Asset (only)

Twitter
Media & content platforms

YouTube
Google

Android (AOSP)

Search platforms
Operating
systems
(open source)

Development
platforms

Multi-sided
platforms
types and
examples

Linux

Product platforms

offering of mobile money providers, there

Airbnb (event hosting)

can be many services they can offer to

UberEats

extend their value proposition e.g. nonproduct and service marketplace,

Airbnb (rental)

scoring services etc. – representing

Ebay

varied possible PaaP scenarios.

Visa
Payment

Controlled platforms & App stores
Other



In this report, we will highlight the

PayPal

adoption of a PaaP approach specifically

American Express

through the creation of an online

WeChat (Payment)

Windows
Gaming
consoles
WeChat (apps)

payment financial services, social media,

Uber

Amazon marketplace

Transaction platforms

Apple Appstore

Apart from payments which is the core

Taskrabbit

Hipages

Facebook

Amazon Kindle



marketplace offering physical

Sharing economy platforms

products, services, and digital

Niche platforms

content.

Google Play

16

Source: GSMA
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Mobile money providers can consider different types of digital
platforms; marketplace is the most relevant for payments
Types of multi-sided platforms
Importance of integrated payment solution

HIGH importance
Marketplace and
online retailers
 Providing users with
product and service
information of multiple
third parties, with option to
make purchases and / or
reservations
 Payment made for
majority of transactions –
Largely transactionbased, with different
payment methods,
currencies etc. required
 Example models:
‾ Ecommerce
‾ Travel and hospitality
‾ Other services

16

Source: Roland Berger

Specialised
solutions
 Providing industry-specific
services to users through
a digital platform
 Payment relevant for most
transactions made on
platform, typically mix
between subscription and
transaction-based
payment
 Example models:
‾ Ride-hailing
‾ E-learning

Entertainment

Social media and
communication

 Giving users access to
different forms of licensed
content from third party
providers
 Example models:
‾ Audio streaming
‾ Video streaming
‾ Games
 Payment is mainly
subscription-based,
meaning lower frequency
and lower complexity of
payment solution

 Allowing users to create
and share content,
participate in social
networking, and / or
communicate with other
users
 Example models:
‾ Social media
‾ Communication
 Little to no payments
made on platform

LOW importance
Search engines
 Generating results based
on user search queries,
by searching through
database (world wide
web)
 No need for payment
solution
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Paytm and MPesa are two examples of players that used a
payments business to enter the platform model
Payment solution to platform provider – Key milestones

2014

2010 - 2013
 Launch as prepaid mobile
recharging service
 Addition of data card, post-paid
mobile, and landline bill payments
option
 User base of almost 20m reached

2007
 Launch of M-Pesa as mobile
phone-based payment and
money transfer service by
Safaricom
 Acquisition of 1.2 m
customers within first year

18

2016

 Launch of Paytm wallet, with
exclusive partnership with Uber,
eBay and Groupon
 Launch of Paytm marketplace
for bus ticketing and online deals

2008
 Partnership with
"Housing Finance"
to offer M-Pesa
services in all
physical outlets

Source: Desk research, Expert interviews, Roland Berger

2017

 Introduction of movies, events, and
amusement parks ticket purchases
 Valuation at USD 5 billion
 Acquisition of 20 million new active
customers during demonetisation
 Launch of travel and transport bookings

2010-11
 Partnerships with supermarkets and
learning institutions to allow payment of
grocery goods and school fees
through platform
 Launch of M-ticketing, allowing customer
to purchase tickets through M-Pesa

2014
 Launch of android app
M-Ledger for
transaction tracking

 Launch of payments bank,
merged wallet services into the
bank
 Launch of Paytm Mall app, a
spin-off from it's ecommerce
website

2017
 Over 27.8m customers
and 148,000 M-Pesa
outlets reached
 Launch of Masoko
ecommerce platform
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They were able to do so by forming the right ecosystem
of partners, especially in logistics
Payment solution to platform provider – Key commercial and operational elements
Ecommerce
offering

19

Commercial
model

Operational
model

Logistics

 Physical product sales
 Travel bookings
 Initial offering focused on
bus ticketing and special
discount deals

 Main revenue source
through sales
commissions
‾ 6%-18% by product
category

 Marketplace model
 Partnerships with
specialised third-party
"fulfilment centres" for
storage

 Full management of
delivery services
while relying on
partners to provide
fleet and warehousing
 Developed their own
packaging solution they
provide to merchants

 Physical product sales
‾ Electronics, beauty
and personal care,
fashion etc.
 Platform was launched
with all product
categories

 Main revenue source
through sales
commissions
‾ Flat commission fee
of 10% (regardless of
category)

 Marketplace model
 Reliance on third party
logistics provider for
warehousing

 Full reliance on third
party providers for
delivery and fulfilment
 Currently reliant on two
main local logistics
providers

Source: Desk research, Expert interviews, Roland Berger
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3. Best practices for online marketplace
CONFIDENTIAL

Best practices for creating online marketplace – Contents
3.2

3.1

Selecting your products

20

Targeted offering

GO

Offering mode

GO

3.3

Developing a value
proposition
USPs of leading
marketplaces

Setting your commercial
and operational model

GO

Revenue
streams

GO

Organisational
structure

GO

Logistics

GO

Operational
model

GO
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3.1 Selecting your products
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1/2 Targeted offering

Selecting a business line is key to start defining the
marketplace
NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Overview of marketplace business lines
Ecommerce

Travel

Gaming

Home services

Appointment booking

…and many more

BACK
22

Source: Roland Berger
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1/2 Targeted offering

Ecommerce is typically the first business line for
marketplaces, before expanding to other service offerings
NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Player

Platform launch

@

13 years

E-Commerce

Home services
8 years
Food delivery

@

16 years

E-Commerce

Digital
Content

Digital
Content

Food delivery
E-Commerce
1 year

@

Travel

Mobile money 10 years

E-Commerce

23

Source: Desk research, Expert interviews, Roland Berger

11 years

E-Commerce

@

Home
services
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1/2 Targeted offering

E.g. Flipkart started with only book sales, and it now
offers more than 11 product categories

Ecommerce

Books

Electronics

Travel/ transport

Clothing

Furniture

Accommodation/
hospitality

Kids and
toys

Vouchers

Household
goods

Grocery
foods

Beauty
products

24

Services booking

Source: Flipkart, Roland Berger

Comments
 Initial focus on book sales, before
expanding into other categories
such as consumer electronics,
fashion etc.
 Significantly dominant in sale of
apparel, thanks largely to
acquisitions of Myntra and
Jabong.com
 In close competition with Amazon
India on sale of electronics and
mobile phones
 Has recently begun offering travel
and transport booking option
 Future plans to launch video- and
other content-streaming

CONFIDENTIAL

1/2 Targeted offering

Jumia similarly began as an ecommerce website, later
expanding its offering to travel and payment

Services bookings

Ecommerce

Gaming

Fashion

Electronics
Baby
Products
Beauty
products

26

Source: Roland Berger

Phone and
Tablets
Home
and
Office

Travel and Flights

Bill-Pay

Grocery

Real estate

Toys and
Games

Food delivery

Comments
 Jumia launched as online website
for electronics and fashion
 With launch of Jumia Marketplace,
offering expanded to localised C2C
and B2C products in Africa, Asia
and Europe
 Bill-pay option is available on
aggregate app, Jumia One

Sporting
Goods
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2/2 Offering mode

Most platforms with a varied category mix separate their
offering by business line or target segment
Criteria

Player

Separation by
business line

Separation by
target segment

Main offering modes


Dedicated app and webpage for main Amazon marketplace
‾ Webpage provides direct link to other services
 Separate apps for specific categories e.g. Prime Video, Amazon Music


Separate website and app by product line e.g. Jumia House, Jumia Food
etc.



Dedicated webpage, app, and brand for B2B upscale, B2C low-cost, C2C
boutique, and B2C upscale





Mobile app for all Flipkart products
Webpage for physical products only
Dedicated app and webpage for upscale fashion market, under different
brand

BACK
26

Source: Expert interviews, Roland Berger
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2/2 Offering mode

Jumia and Flipkart have multiple offering modes, with
distinctive branding and customer interfaces

Dedicated app and
webpage for main
Jumia marketplace

Individual apps and
websites for each
business line

One mobile app for all
"Flipkart.com" products

One webpage for physical
"Flipkart.com" products
only

Dedicated "Myntra" app and
webpage for upscale fashion
market

27

Source: Expert interviews, Roland Berger
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2/2 Offering mode

Some companies have recently integrated their offering
and successfully implemented the ‘Super app’
Player

Description of offering mode


All key features and functionalities are integrated, through APIs and mini-programmes,
onto one single platform



All ecommerce-related services are available in one dedicated webpage and app, under
"PayTM Mall" brand  no separation for product categories
 However, separate "Paytm" website and app for payment services
‾ Website provides direct link to PayTM Mall




28

Through integration of mini-programmes, Baidu is transitioning towards becoming a
‘super app’
Several tools and services e.g. video streaming, audio content, mobile wallet, and all
other mini programmes, run instantly on main app's interface
In addition to offering modes separate by business line, Jumia One is ‘All-in-one’ lifestyle
app with access to all Jumia services

Source: Desk research, Expert interviews, Roland Berger
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2/2 Offering mode

Examples of ‘Super apps’ (continued)

Mini apps:
Maps, music,
news,
financial
services,
social media
Mobile wallet
Audio content
Videos

All features and services are
accessible from one singlesource platform

29

Source: Desk research, Expert interviews, Roland Berger

Several tools and services
run instantly on main app's
interface

Jumia One is "All-in-one"
lifestyle app with access to
all Jumia services

CONFIDENTIAL

3.2 Developing a value proposition
CONFIDENTIAL

1/1 USPs of marketplaces

While marketplaces have common value propositions,
having a clear USP is key
Customer value proposition
Common customer
proposition

Unique Selling point

 User friendly interface
 Multiple payment options
(inc. cash on delivery, credit
cards)
 Multiple delivery options
(free shipping, fast delivery)
 Returns option
 Discount seasons
 Customer support team

 Providing a relatively generous returns policy
 Comparison between all the potential merchants prices
 A team of online sales consultants that support customers
in creating orders
 Quality label for checked products to generate trust
 Amazon prime, a subscription model to provide access to
free fast shipping and digital content
 Simple return process with multiple refund methods
 Option for each merchant to set their own policy
 Customers can check products before payment
 Omni-channel support through offline retail

BACK
31

Source: Desk research, Expert interviews, Roland Berger
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1/1 USPs of marketplaces

While marketplaces have common value propositions,
having a clear USP is key (2/2)
Merchant value proposition
Common merchant
proposition
 Friendly interface to upload
products
 Promotion tools
 Payment solutions
 Settlement process
 Analytics insights

Unique Selling point
 Fast payment settlement (7-15 days)
 Value added services for merchants (advertising
management, pricing strategies, dedicated pick-up services)
 Merchant loyalty programme – tiering merchant services
based on quality and volume of sales
 0% commission for the first 30 days
 Free photo session for the products
 Instant messaging system to contact customers
 Merchant select return policy and accepted payment options
 Self-service deal builder to support merchants create their
own deals
 Customer analytics reporting

33

Source: Desk research, Expert interviews, Roland Berger
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3.3 Setting commercial / operational model
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1/4 Revenue streams

For most players, main revenue streams are sales
commissions and subscription fees
Commercial models implemented by different players – Revenue streams

Revenue
streams1)

 Item listing
‾ Monthly
subscription – Pro
$39/month, Basic
$0/month
‾ Fee per listing – Pro
$0, Basic $0.99 per
item
 Commissions on
sales
‾ 4%-45% (by
product category)
 Amazon Prime
‾ $6.49 or $12.99

 Commissions on
sales
‾ 6%-18% (by
product category)

 Advertising
‾ $1.5 per 1000
views
 Item listing
‾ $1,000/year$10,000/year
 Sales commissions
‾ 2%-5% (by product
category)

 Item listing
‾ Monthly
subscription – $0$500/month
‾ Fee per listing –
$0-$0.4 per item
 Advertising
‾ $0.05-$150

BACK
35

1) Excluding direct sales revenue

Source: Roland Berger
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1/4 Revenue streams

Participation in large promotional campaigns is mainly by
invitation-only
Commercial models implemented by different players – Discount models

Discount  Large promotional
campaigns by
models
invitation
‾ Cost covered by
merchant
 Promotions without
knowledge of
merchant
‾ Cost covered by
Amazon

 Promotional
campaigns by
invitation
‾ Cost covered by
merchant
 Cash back option
‾ Cost covered Paytm

 Promotional
campaigns (optional
participation)
‾ Cost covered by
merchant

Merchant driven-discounts, with costs covered by merchant, are
the most common discount model across all players

36

Source: Roland Berger

 Promotional
campaigns by
invitation
‾ Majority of cost
covered by
merchant
 Pre-agreed
promotions
‾ Cost shared
between merchant
and Ebay
 Promotions without
knowledge of
merchant
‾ Cost covered by
Ebay
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2/4 Org. structure

Ecommerce players have functional teams to manage
product categories
Operational models implemented by different players – Org structure
Functional
Supply chain

Technology

Analytics

Products
Customer
support

Department

Key
functions

37

 Merchant
mgmt.
 Category
and product
mgmt.
 Logistics

Source: Roland Berger

 UI/UX
 Technology
admin.
 Tech stack
and
platforms
 Architecture
 Cybersecurity

 Platform
 CRM mgmt.
 Logistics
(analytics)
 Marketing

 Call centre

Support
Finance

HR

Legal

IT

Commercial/
product(per
business line)






Strategy
Pricing
Retention
Promotions
Marketing

BACK
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2/4 Org. structure

For example, Alibaba has teams dedicated to each
product line

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Alibaba’s organisational structure
HR

Comments

Risk and Platform
Governance

CEO

Legal and
Secretary

Chief Financial
Officer

President1)

Global Business
Group

Chief Customer
Officer
Chief
Technology
Officer

Alibaba Cloud

Digital Media
and
Entertainment

Lazada Group

Marketing and
Alimama2)

Taobao

Wholesale
Marketplaces

Tmall

European Tmall

* AliExpress and AliPay do not report directly to CEO

Product
Functions and support

38

Subsidiaries with separate org charts
 Shenma
 UCWeb
 1688.com
 Youku Tudou
 Juhuasan.com
 Daraz

 Alibaba Capital
 Lazada
 Cainaio

1) President is responsible for Alibaba's international growth strategy
2) Alimama is an online marketing platform, providing sellers on Alibaba Group's marketplaces a range of marketing and advertising services
Source: Roland Berger

 CTO leads the Group’s
technology strategies and
holds responsibility for the
"Enabling Platform" business
unit
 Works to enhance synergies
across data application,
product development and
engineering
 President of Digital Media and
Entertainment responsible for
overseeing business of Youku,
video-streaming platform, and
Ali Music
 Global Business Group is the
head of Global Talent
Development

CONFIDENTIAL

2/4 Org. structure

Flipkart also has teams focused on grouped product
categories

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Flipkart’s organisational structure
CEO

CTO and Head of
Engineering

Electronics and
Computers

Fashion, Home
and Furniture

Comments

Risk and Compliance

Corporate
Strategy

Shared
Technology and
Services

HR

Consumer
shopping
experience

Marketplace,
Ekart tech.

Subsidiaries with separate org charts

Product
Functions and support

39

Source: Roland Berger

 Myntra
 PhonePe
 Liv.ai Pvt.Ltd
 Mallers
 DSYN Tech
 eBay India

 Flipkart payments
 Adlquity Technologies
 Ugenie
 FK Myntra
 Upstream Commerce
 Jeeves consumer services

 Engineering and technology
department was revamped in
2016 to include new functions
 A dedicated Head for
consumer shopping
experience handles end-to-end
ecommerce platform ranging
from apps/sites, search, ads,
ordering, etc.
 Shared Technology and
Services leads Flipkart's cloud
platform group i.e. data
centres, IaaS, PaaS, Security
 Head of Marketplace and Ekart
builds the technology stack of
the two platforms

CONFIDENTIAL

3/4 Logistics

Logistics is a major operational topic for ecommerce
players
Logistics models implemented by different players
Own
warehouse

3rd party
Own
warehouse delivery fleet

Partnerships
with intl.
providers

Partnerships
with local
providers

Logistics
mgmt.
platform

Key additional points
 Amazon relies heavily on local logistics providers for
last-mile delivery, especially in emerging markets

 Alibaba operates its own delivery network "Cainiao",
processing 100m packages a day – Services both for
Alibaba and others
 Ebay relies heavily on logistics platform to provide
sellers with different delivery options
 Jumia and Kaymu have partnered to create AIG
express – Aim is to integrate all African logistics
providers into single network
 Konga's "Spaceship" is a warehousing and logistics
service for third parties
 Delivery arm "Kxpress" aims to ensure same-day
delivery all across Nigeria

BACK
39

Source: Company websites, Roland Berger
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3/4 Logistics

Alibaba has been able to create valuable partnerships
through its logistics arm Cainiao
First mile
Merchant pickup

/

Customer return

Logistics provider
internal process

Last mile
Customer delivery

/

Merchant return

Cainaio handles all logistics from merchant to customer, using partnerships with warehouse managers and couriers and leveraging
advanced technology to fulfil orders

A Global Direct Shipping
Third party provider picks up package from merchant and
delivers to warehouse

Premium
Shipping

Standard
Shipping

Sellers
Shipping
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B Global Consolidate and Shipping
Third party provider picks up package from merchant and
delivers to warehouse

First Mile by 3PL provider
Third party provider picks up package from merchant and
delivers to own fulfilment centre

A First Mile by 3PL provider
B Merchants deliver to 3PL warehouse

1) Price of shipping determined after consolidation

Package arrives at partnered
warehouse provider, it is autoconsolidated and then
dispatched
Package arrives at partnered
warehouse provider, it is
consolidated (longer wait time)
then dispatched1)

A Deliver to doorstep
China: Delivery by Cainaio Post
International: Partnerships with logistics providers e.g.
USPS in U.S. treats Cainaio packages as priority mail

B Pick-up point

Deliver to local convenience stores, colleges, supermarkets

C Cainiao Box
Deliver to locker at homes, ensuring success of first
attempt delivery

3PL provider provide quality
checks and storage

3PL provider fulfils last mile

3PL provider provide quality
checks and storage

3PL provider fulfils last mile

Source: Alibaba, Roland Berger
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3/4 Logistics

Jumia has developed its own logistics provider "Jumia
Services"
First mile
Merchant pickup

/

Customer return

Two options for first mile delivery
A

"Pick up by Jumia" from merchant

B

Merchants deliver to drop-off location

 After product is packed in Jumia packaging by merchant,
two options:
 Jumia fleet or logistics providers pick up product directly
from merchant for additional fee, to be stored in
warehouse, OR
 Merchants deliver to drop-off location, where the product
will then be transported to warehouse
‾ Drop-off locations are either post offices or Jumia
offices
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Source: Roland Berger

Logistics
provider internal
process
Fulfilment
platform with
network of thirdparty warehousing
and logistics
providers

Last mile
Customer delivery

/

Merchant return

Two options for last mile delivery
C

Last mile by Jumia fleet or logistics providers to
doorstep

D

Last mile by Jumia fleet or logistics providers to pick-up
stations

 Last mile delivery is entirely managed by Jumia Services
 Dedicated Jumia last-mile head in each operating country
leads own fleet and partners fleet in guaranteeing lastmile delivery
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3/4 Logistics

Logistics cost is typically passed onto the customer, up
to a certain basket size
Company
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How logistics cost is calculated

Who pays for it

 Zone – Increases with distance from Nairobi, with higher zones
taking longer delivery time
 Item size – Broken down into special small, small, medium,
large
 Shipping type – Categorised by pick-up or home delivery
 Number of items – 1 or 2+

 Customer –Shipping fee
 Jumia – Covers free shipping for qualified items
over ₦10,000 in Lagos and four other Nigerian cities

 Category – Categorised by product type
 Delivery time – Offers a range of delivery speeds
 Weight – Supplementary costs for heavier items

 Customer
‾ Amazon Prime yearly subscription
‾ Shipping fee
 Merchant – Fulfilled by Amazon fee
 Amazon – Covers free shipping for baskets over $25

 State – Set rates for different Nigerian states

 Customer

 Weight – Increases in different weight categories per kg
 Zone – Categorised into local, zonal and national

 Customer – Shipping fee
 Merchant – Flipkart assured fee
 FlipKart – Covers free shipping for Rs.500 baskets
of Flipkart assured products
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4/4 Operational model

Logistics model is also affected by changes to
operational model – e.g. a move to inventory model
Operational model
Marketplace

Product

Outbound logistics operator
Product

User2)
(supply)

Commission

Payment

Marketplace
Website "space"
and payment

Listing
information
$

User2)
(demand)

Service

 Delivery time depends on
supplier
 Lower gross margins than
inventory following perceived
lower value add
 Less intense on working capital,
more dependency on marketing

Blended
model

Service provider

Online retailer (Inventory model)1)
Inbound

Product

Warehouse
Product

Product
Settlement

Inventory
player

Supplier
Payment

Settlement
$

Product

Outbound

Service

End-user
COD3)

Online payment

 Fast and guaranteed delivery,
can be consignment or nonconsignment
 Higher contribution margins than
in marketplace
 Highly intense on working capital
and warehousing

Service provider

BACK
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1) Assumes pure player outsources in-bound and warehouse operations 2) Could also be a business 3) Cash on delivery
Part of traditional retail activities
Depends on payment method
Source: Roland Berger
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4. Operators’ assets for online marketplace
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Ecommerce penetration is limited in emerging markets,
with high potential for growth
Global ecommerce market and selected focus regions
Region

Market size, 2017 [USD bn]

CAGR 17' 25'

Market size, 2025 [USD bn]

Global

1.2 bn

Africa

1.2 bn

17

75

21%

Nigeria

0.2 bn

12

50

20%

South Africa

0.06 bn

3

9

17%

Asia Pacific

3.8 bn

China

1.4 bn

2,304

8,306

1,349

4,300

499

2,392

17%

16%
22%

Southeast Asia

0.6 bn

6

88

40%

Indonesia

0.3 bn

2

46

49%

Thailand

0.07 bn

1

11

35%

0.4 bn

26

59

16%

9

20

11%

9

19

11%

Middle East

45

Population

UAE

0.01 bn

KSA

0.03 bn

Source: Deloitte, GSMA, Accenture, Worldometer, Statista, eMarketer, International Trade centre, Roland Berger
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The limited ecommerce penetration is driven by
commercial and operational challenges
Commercial challenges
Low income levels
 Issue of purchasing power is crucial
– Growth of ecommerce has been
largely dependent on consumer
expenditure on non-essential goods
Low internet literacy
 Low internet literacy rates (and
general adult literacy rates in some
markets) has limited customer base
to smartphone users and other
digital savvy customers

Low connectivity
 Large share of population remains
disconnected from the Internet, due
largely to the extremely high cost of
broadband in many emerging
markets (e.g. Africa)

46

Source: Roland Berger

Operational challenges
Lack of
consumer and
merchant trust
 Limited digital
awareness and
capabilities are
limiting trust in
ecommerce
platforms
 In addition,
challenging
operations limited
the quality of service
to customer and
merchants

Complex logistics
 Poor address systems and the
condition of transport infrastructure
e.g. roads, railways, means players
face huge obstacle in establishing
logistics network
Preference for cash payment
 Preference for cash payment has
created a high security and safety
risk to manage for ecommerce
platforms
 In addition, cash on delivery
increases return rate and lowers
delivery success rate
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However, MNOs have a number of assets and capabilities
that can be leveraged for an online marketplace
Customer base




444m mobile phone subscribers (44% penetration) and 747m SIM connections in SSA (2017)
338m registered mobile money users is SSA (2017). Of these, 122m were active on a 90-day basis and 87m were active on
a monthly basis

Distribution
network




There are 1.8m registered agents and many other local shops that enable cash-in.
95%+ of cash-ins and cash-outs are performed by agents

Channel




Operators can control USSD channel directly (mobile phones)
OTT offering likely to be stronger competition to mobile money (smartphones)



MTN (#6), Airtel (#14) and Vodafone/Safaricom (#17) are all in the Top 20 most admired brands in Africa. (Orange is #36) in
2017/18
There are a total of 10 mobile operators in the Top 100

Brand

Local market
knowledge
Collaborations/
partnerships
Customer /
transaction data

48

Source: GSMA








Mobile operators have been active in Africa for many years and have close relationships with various key stakeholders (e.g.
government entities, regulatory bodies).
Also have good knowledge of new market entrants (e.g. FinTech) and other market initiatives
Mobile operators are involved in a broad range of collaborations and partnerships with FinTechs, banks, local government
and other key players, helping them expand the range of services offered
For example, MTN, Millicom, Vodafone / Safaricom and Airtel have partnerships with WorldRemit to allow customers easy
access to international money transfers
Customer and transaction data is a key asset for operators as they can leverage this data for a variety of use cases, such
as tracking spending patterns and identifying fraudulent behavior
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These assets give MNOs a unique advantage to address
challenges faced by ecommerce in emerging markets

48

Challenge

Mobile money existing assets that can address them

Complex logistics





Existing network of agents/service centres to be leveraged for logistics
Potential to leverage location data to reduce cost of delivery
Escrow service to ensure low cancellation rate (vs cash on delivery)

Lack of consumer and
merchant trust





Potential of providing escrow service to increase trust
Sizable customer base and strong market concentration
Trusted brand and reputation

Limited customer base1)



Sizable customer base and strong market concentration (even in rural and low-income communities)





Existing relationships with merchants
Telco services and existing channels
Access to existing IT infrastructure

1) Due to lack of consumer and merchant trust, low internet literacy, low connectivity, and low income base

Source: Desk research, Roland Berger
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5. Conclusion / Key takeaways
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Concluding messages
money witnessed rapid growth across the globe in recent years expanding its offering from
1 Mobile
simple P2P transfers to more sophisticated financial products
payment operators are at the stage of moving to a PaaP approach with marketplace being
2 Today,
the most relevant platform type
process will depend on the business lines selected, with most players starting focused on
3 Launch
ecommerce and then expanding through a suite of apps
charge merchants a listing cost and sales commission, while they typically share the
4 Marketplaces
cost of discounts
invest in building a logistics network as the key item for a successful operational
5 Marketplaces
model

6 Mobile money providers are uniquely positioned to leverage their assets and launch a marketplace
and operational requirements presented are not exhaustive and will be further
7 Commercial
discussed in an upcoming PLAYBOOK for mobile money providers
8 Appendix contains more detailed profiles of leading online marketplaces
50

Source: GSMA, Roland Berger
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6. Benchmarks
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Benchmarks of leading online marketplaces across five
broad categories have been detailed in this appendix
1. African ecommerce

2. Other ecommerce

3. Asian multi-purpose

players

players in emerging markets

platforms

4. Global ecommerce
best practice benchmarks
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Source: Desk research, Roland Berger

5. Payment platforms
Structure of case study differs from first the four
as Alipay is not a "pure" e-commerce player
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We assessed selected operational and strategic elements
for each benchmark, and extracted key takeaways
Elements of benchmark analysis

54

Company overview

Category mix

Offering modes

Org structure

Operational model

Key developments
and statistics

Overview of
product/service offering

Super app Vs. suite
of apps

Key roles; direct
reports to CEO

Inventory Vs.
marketplace

Delivery process

Technology

Value proposition

Key takeaways

Details of logistics
process; options for firstmile and last-mile

Overview of
technology tools and
software used

Key points of customer
and merchant value
proposition

Key insights derived, with
relevance to mobile
money providers

Source: Roland Berger
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Benchmark contents
Slides

Founded

Geog. coverage

Main business line

Appr. customers

Approx. valuation

6.1. Flipkart

55

2007

India

ecommerce

175 m

USD 175 bn

6.2. Alibaba

65

1999

ecommerce

576 m

USD 400 bn

6.3. Jumia

74

2012

Founded in China
covers 222 countries
Founded in Nigeria,
16 African countries

ecommerce

2.2 m

USD 1 bn

6.4. Konga

83

2012

Nigeria focused

ecommerce

184 k

USD 35 m

6.5. Baidu

93

2010

China focused

Search engine

670 m

USD 65 bn

6.6. Paytm

97

2010

India focused

Payment platform

80 m

USD 10 bn

6.7. WeChat

110

2011

China focused, with
global presence

Social media
platform

890 m

USD 500 bn1)

6.8. Amazon

116

1994

Global

ecommerce

300 m

USD 2 tn

6.9. Alipay

125

2004

Global, focused on
Asia

Payment platform

450 m

USD 60 bn

Please contact GSMA for detailed benchmarks on above organisations
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1) Tencent valuation

Source: Desk research, Expert interviews, Roland Berger
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